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I have been reflecting on wellness and 
what it means to be well. 

Well - not the cavernous hole, but certainly that which offers refreshment and 
renewal; a source to draw from like strength, energy or focus. Well(s) - not to 
rise to the surface ready to flow, but certainly like the emergence of a good idea 
or inspiration and the impulse that guides action. 

I am thinking about being well, as in healthy. 

I am thinking about wellness; which indicates that state, quality, or condition of 
being well. Not just the physical body, but the organizational body of a healthy 
institution. The collective body that engages constructive criticism of its prac-
tices and the well-being of its constituents. 

I am thinking about wellness as an instituted program for forensics; a health ini-
tiative, a call to remembrance, and a mandate on caring. 

Mandated caring. That seems oxymoronic. 
Surely all DOFs care. 

But I am thinking about donuts for breakfast, fast foods for lunch and pizza for 
dinner. I am thinking about late tournament ends and early beginnings. I am 
thinking about district wide travel in university cared for vehicles. I am thinking 
about long drives and late night departures. I am thinking about seat belts. I am 
thinking about Minnesota winters and rocky terrains. I am reminded of acci-
dents, and injuries, and deaths. I am thinking about the caution of caring and the 
culpability of not caring. 

I am thinking about long tournament seasons, rigorous travel schedules, rehears-
al schedules, the pressure to succeed and the penalties for not. I am thinking 
about student parties, sanctioned and "un." I am thinking about student drink-
ing, sanctioned and "un." I am thinking about competition as pedagogy and ped-
agogy as competition, and where wellness fits in. 

Mandated caring. That doesn't seem odd. 
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I am thinking about wellness, like governmental mandates against smoking in 
public buildings and mandates against sexual harassment in the work place, in 
the classroom. I am thinking about the administrative responsibility of caring, 
like counseling and nurturing in the job description of a DOF. 

I am thinking about wellness;  
physical wellness - the body, 
psychological wellness - the mind, 
academic wellness - graduation? 

I am thinking about re-framing the competitive drive to foreground the caring 
impulse; the pedagogical imperative with the focus on the student in the competi-
tor, the person in the student, the student at risk. 

Well, it is good and prudent to be thinking about wellness;  
it is good and proper,  
it is satisfactory,  
it is well. 
But often we resist mandates — like drinking and driving, speed limits, smoking 
in public buildings, seat belts - we resist it like caring equals cost or at least con-
venience. Well it does. 

What are the costs? Not cost as in $$ though some would argue it.  
Cost as in a reduced calendar season; beginning late - ending early.  
Cost as in a humane tournament schedule; beginning early - ending early. 
Cost as in healthy snacks; an apple, an orange, a bagel offered throughout. 
Cost as in pedagogy over competition,  
Oops excuse me that equals benefits. 

What is the cost of caring? The benefits are obvious. 

I have been reflecting on wellness 
and what it means to be well. 

To be well is to have a balance between  
the internal and the external,  
the pedagogical and the competitive,  
the goals and the practices. 

Caring + Healthy = Wellness. 
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